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ALUMNI PRESENTS: OUR COFFEE-TO-GO MUGS

Some of you already marveled at our new Alumni mugs at the discussion on

inclusion with senator Dr. Claudia Bogedan – everyone else is encouraged to

continue reading. Read more...

 

 

 

 

 

BERLIN'S SKY...

… has rarely been so blue as on this day! The alumni once more left Bremen

early in the morning to spend an interesting and fantastic day in Berlin. Read

more...

 

 

 

 

 

NETWORKING EVENT ‘INCLUSIVE SCHOOLS IN THE
MIGRANT SOCIETY’

The discussion held in the modern atmosphere of the Cartesium at the

University of Bremen was very interesting, highly topical, and well-attended.

Alumna and senator Dr. Claudia Bogedan, alumnus and school principal

Carsten Dohrmann, Prof. Dr. Yasemin Karakaşoğlu, and alumna Prof. Dr.

Natascha Korff gave insight into this topic – our board member Christoph

Sodemann chaired the discussion. Read more...
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XENOS E.V. – THE ASSOCIATION THAT MATTERS!

We were able to speak to the association’s secretary Sigrid Dauks, alumna of

history.

The association for the advancement of students from abroad in distress at

the universities in Bremen is not quite a catchy title, but a more than

important effort. And it has been since 1984! The universities already then

realized that international students could also end up in particularly difficult

financial situations, which are often even more complicated to solve for them

than for their fellow students from Germany. Read more...

 

 

 

 

 

WANTED: BEST BUSINESS IDEAS FROM BREMEN'S
UNIVERSITIES!

Until July 10, 2018, the start-up network BRIDGE will be looking for this

year’s best submissions to the CAMPUSiDEEN competition. The total prize

money is 15,000 Euro. The best business ideas and most outstanding

business plans are honored. All alumni (as well as students and staff

members) can participate. So it’s definitely worth participating! More

information can be found here (German only).
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SUMMER, SUNSHINE – AND ENJOYMENT… A SUMMER
FÊTE FOR THE SENSES

Our summer fête takes place on August 24, 2018 (6:00 to 10:00 p.m.) and at

a very special location. The B-Human team of the University of Bremen and

the German Research Center for Artificial Intelligence (DFKI) will stop by for

a visit. Don’t miss out: Bring your partner and your children and join us! Read

more...
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DOING GOOD IN ADVANCING YOUNG FEMALE
REFUGEES…

…even beyond the grave. This is what motivated Helga Grubitzsch to

stipulate the establishment of a trust foundation in her testament. This

advancement impresses us and fills us with respect. If you are interested in

finding out more about this generous and lasting decision of the former

lecturer for French literature: Read more...
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SCIENCE MEETS ARTS – GIVING CHANCE A SYSTEM

Art, science, and a lot of curiosity are needed at the collaborative research

center 1232 ‘From Colored States to Evolutionary Construction Materials’ of

the University of Bremen. It is a research alliance organized across institutes

and departments. Together with the communication design school

Kunstschule Wandsbek, the university explores new horizons in this CRC.

Read more...

 

 

 

 

 

NEW MASTER'S WITH THE SPECIALIZATION 'DIGITAL
SOCIETY' STARTS

‘Digital Media Society’ is the name of the new English Master’s degree

starting this winter semester. It focuses on the digital society and is the only

one of its kind in Germany. Bremen once more places itself at the forefront of

the educational landscape as a trendsetter and an important driving force for

managers in key positions. Read more...

 

 

 

 

 

CHE RANKING 2018: EXCELLENT RESULTS

We have by now almost gotten used to outstanding results in the CHE

University Ranking (Centre for Higher Education). 2018 was no exception:

top rankings in the student assessments, high quality in research and

teaching, and numerous courses of study with an excellent reputation. Not

just in the geo sciences (top rankings in seven areas!) but in many other

fields the university proved excellent. Read more...

 

 

 

 

 

PROMAT - MASTER´S PROGRAMME PROCESS-ORIENTED
MATERIALS RESEARCH

Students in the new Master’s degree ProMat (Process-Oriented Materials

Research) are given greater freedom. Starting this winter semester, the

university will offer a completely new, interdisciplinary Master’s program in

the STEM subjects. Students are taught at an early stage how to use the

international economic networks – next to working academically – and to

combine these two aspects. You can read more about this novel approach

here.

 

 

 

 

SCIENTISTS RESEARCH EUROPE'S LARGEST SOURCE OF
METHANE
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Researchers from Bremen and Berlin pose at the airport in Katowice after

their first successful measurement flight across Upper Silesia. In the

background: the research plane of Freie Universität Berlin, carrying the

sensor ‘MAMAP’ (Methane Airborne MAPer) developed at the University of

Bremen. The Upper Silesian coal district in Poland is where the researchers

explore Europe’s largest source of methane. The team from the University of

Bremen and Freie Universität Berlin are currently excited about their novel

methods and the sensor that is unique in the world. Read more...
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